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Question: 1
Neala is using a hidden field on the Request form to store a temporary value for the request
status. Since this field will not be stored, Neala has created it as a Computed for display field.
Neala is trying to use the code below to set the tempStatus field to "Draft" when a new document
is created with the Request form. An error message displays whever a new Request is created.
What could be the problem? Sub Postopen(Source As Notes uidocument)
If Source.IsNewDoc Then Call Source.FieldSetText( "tempStatus", "Draft" ) End If
End Sub
A. In order for the FieldSetText method to be used, a field must be editable. Hidden fields are not
editable.
B. The Postopen event occurs before the user has input focus, so only back-end methods will
work from this event.
C. In order for the FieldSetText method to be used, a field must be editable. Computed for display
fields are not editable.
D. The Postopen event occurs after the document has opened, but Computed for display fields
are not available for manipulation until after the user has input focus.
Answer: C
Question: 2
Aitana is working in the company's Inventory database. She wants to create an array called
'Assembly' that will be used to reference 10 instances of the Part class. Aitana can create a single
instance of the Part class using code like this:
Dim myPart As New Part But she is having a problem creating the 'Assembly' array. What is
wrong with the following line of code: Dim Assembly(9) As New Part
A. The New keyword cannot be used to declare an array of object reference variables.
B. 'Assembly' is a reserved word in LotusScript, and cannot be used as a variable name.
C. If an array declared as Assembly(9) is to hold 10 elements, Option Base 0 must be used.
D. An array cannot be used to hold multiple Class instances.
Answer: A
Question: 3
The Salary form needs an Audit History field. When documents are changed, Sahir's script must
record the date/time, editor's name, and values of all changed fields before and after the change.
The solution must also be usable in other forms, and must work without modification, even if new
fields are added to the forms. How can Sahir do this?
A. Write Entering event code for each field, recording field values. Write Exiting events to update
Audit History if the values change.
B. Write Postopen event code to populate a list with item names and item values as the
document is opened.
C. Write Querysave event code to examine current item values, and update AuditH istory for any
changed items.
D. Write onFocus event code to populate a hidden temporary field with the item values. Write on
Change event code to update the Audit History if the field is changed.
E. Write onLoad event code to populate a list with item names and item values as the document
is opened. In the form onExit event, write code to examine current item values and update
Audit History for any items that have changed.
Answer: B
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Question: 4
Given the following piece of code, where "doc" is a Notes Document: fieldValue =
doc.GetItemValue("Title")
Print "This document's title is" & fieldValue(0)
Which of the following is a correct example of using the "Extended class" syntax to replace the
example code above?
A. Print "This document's titleis " & doc.Title
B. Print "This document's titleis " & doc.Title(0)
C. Print "This document's titleis " & doc.GetField.Title
D. Print "This document's titleis " & doc.GetField.Title(0)
Answer: B
Question: 5
The Notes Stream class is used to read and write which of the following?
A. Files
B. Network sockets
C. Domino server console commands
D. Binary data in Notes RichText fields (like attachments and inline images)
Answer: A
Question: 6
The error message "Error loading USE or USELSX module" can be caused by which of the
following?
A. An improperly defined Const value
B. An ODBC connection that cannot be made
C. An attempt to use Notes UIWorkspace in a background scheduled agent
D. A script library that can't be found or needs to be recompiled using "Recompile All LotusScript"
Answer: D
Question: 7
Avery has been asked to write a web service in his Domino application. The web service will
allow an Oracle application to query the Movie Rental database with a member identification
number and receive a list of all movies the member has rented in the last 30 days. What are the
language options available to Avery for writing this web service?
A. LotusScript and Java
B. LotusScript, but not Java
C. Java, but notLotusScript
D. LotusScript, Java, and @Formula
Answer: A
Question: 8
For agents that run on new and modified documents, newly received mail documents, pasted
documents, or newly modified documents, what method can you use to mark each document as
"processed" to ensure that a document gets processed by the agent only once (unless it's
modified, mailed, or pasted again)?
A. Notes View.UpdateAll
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